Optimization of database for identification need of unknown spent nuclear fuel samples.
Recent years, the work of nuclear forensics has been greatly promoted in many aspects, and an important work is the establishment and application of nuclear forensic database. For now, this research is mainly based on uranium ore, because there is plenty of uranium ore information that is open and is easy to form database available for attribution. However, as the potential threat of spent nuclear fuel gets more and more attention, the number of researches on the identification of spent nuclear fuel via database is increasing. Since there is no public spent nuclear fuel database that is proper for attribution, such kind of work is mainly on methodology study. This paper focuses on the use of database for the identification of spent nuclear fuel. A database is first constructed with numerical simulation results and is used to identify samples both from simulation and experimental measurements to study the availability and applicability. Then samples from real database are used to optimize the database constructed with simulation result to better meet the need of real nuclear forensics scenarios.